
Round 1: Category: Economy 

   “10, 2, 6, 12”… these numbers might be random, but not for a Lebanese whose life they 

trouble. Every day in Lebanon, whenever the hour hand of a clock strikes them, it reminds 

citizens of their corrupted government. Even though the accumulated cost of subsidizing EDL 

amounts to roughly 40 percent of Lebanon’s entire debt, electricity cuts are still up to 12 hours a 

day. This left many households reliant on private neighborhood suppliers, popularly called the 

“generator mafia”, who charge hefty fees during regular daily cuts. Over the years, this sector’s 

failures have been dangerously exhausting the economy. Hence, solving this problem is 

mandatory; reforms should be made like the privatization of this sector and a change in the 

means of electricity production.  

 

   Throughout the years, the government, characterized by poor and corrupted decision making, 

has proven itself to be unable to manage the electricity sector’s crisis. This is mainly because, 

unfortunately, like every other matter in Lebanon, electricity is politicized. Plans have always 

come and gone, but no solution was ever implemented since the true intentions behind them were 

always suspicious. Politicians turned the public facility into a political monopoly. The only 

choice left would be to open the electricity sector to competition; this monopoly needs to be 

dismantled.  A private company should take the responsibility of electricity generation, 

transmission and distribution as well as the administrative and financial states. Instead of wasting 

aids and funds by the government on a project that is doomed to fail by repeating the same 

mistakes all over again, this private company would invest in Lebanon at its own expenses. To 

sell electricity, it would build new factories in the adequate location with an advanced 

technology. Having no political agenda nor any interest in elections, the company will appoint 

well-qualified young employees, most of them Lebanese, having high technical and managerial 

skills to improve tasks and support innovative concepts. It would be an unbiased employment; 

unlike the government who hired people depending on their religion and their political parties 

preferences. Old pricing and late bill collection, that the government has promised to change but 

never did, have exhausted the EDL. Consumer power prices have not changed since 1996, when 

oil cost only $23 a barrel. But asking people to pay more when the service is so poor is a tall 

order, considering that most Lebanese pay two electricity bills – one to EDL and the other to 

their local generator owner. But if a private company could provide electricity 24/7, even after a 

tariff adjustment to better reflect the cost of electricity production, transmission and distribution, 

citizens would save money since they would have to pay only one bill.  A modern and efficient 

billing and metering system will be installed to avoid losses the EDL had suffered from. The 

government would also have to eliminate electricity subsidies to maximize potential expenditure 

saving. Electricity theft and illegal connections should also be reduced by the application of the 

penal law No.632. To choose the best company, an evaluation team should go through tenders, 

study the proposals and decide which will get the contract to produce electricity. Also, there 



should be a third party involved, a regulator, to settle disputes between the government and the 

private enterprise.   

 

   Having a poor infrastructure, Lebanon would attract many investors who are interested in the 

electricity sector as it is an opportunity to use new technologies and resources. First, diesel oil 

should be substituted by cheaper Natural Gas for operating Deir-Ammar and Zahrani thermal 

power plants. Ageing power plants run by the state use expensive fuel oil that, along with 

exhaust from diesel generators, adds to the smog lingering over cities in the nation of 6 million 

people. On another hand, other sources should also be considered, like renewable energy. This 

type of energy provides many direct and indirect economic benefits on both micro and macro 

levels. It not only creates jobs for people working in the sector, but it also provides an additional 

source of income for rural landowners who host wind farms on their property which also reduces 

rural exodus. Farmers can also benefit and higher their income by growing crops that can be used 

as biofuels. Moreover, Lebanon has an abundance of sunshine. By installing solar panels on their 

properties, residents and companies can generate their own electricity thus reducing their bills. 

Solar panels do require a substantial upfront investment, but after installation, they are cheap to 

operate. Even though the return on investment would be slow, over the long term the price of 

electricity becomes stable as it isn’t susceptible to change depending on fuel prices. Using more 

renewable energy could help Lebanon achieve energy independence by reducing reliance on 

foreign oil and their smuggling across the borders, which has always had drastic impact on the 

economy. Last but not least, Lebanon does not only suffer from an electricity crisis, but also a 

garbage crisis that has now resurfaced amid COVID-19 outbreak. But through incineration, a 

method suited to waste that cannot be recycled in any way, the country could benefit from its 

trash like in Sweden.  The waste to energy process is an efficient and environmentally safe 

method. Non-recyclable trash is brought to a waste to energy plant. There, the trash gets loaded 

into furnaces which generate a large amount of steam that spins generator turbines producing 

electricity for the nation’s power grid. This method is not only a way for Lebanon to produce 

electricity at low costs, but also saves the environment and public health as landfills and roads 

are not flooded by trash. 

 

   After losing both national and international confidence and the economy in “free fall”, the 

government is at an impasse. Lebanon would not receive international funds and aids before 

implementing reforms. The electricity sector is one of the main burdens on the country as well as 

the economy. Solving its crisis, by privatization along new technologies and renewable 

resources, would be an important step towards recovery.  


